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This research aims to analyze influence judgment of transfer to region for deficit APBN in Indonesia. Dependent variables in this research is deficit APBN in Indonesia and Independent variables are inflation, world oil price, exchange rates, before years deficit APBN in Indonesia, and judgment of transfer to region like the focus research. Data used in this research was time-series data in research period of 1985-2014. Analysis method used in this research was descriptive quantitative analysis method for long term and short term. Tools analysed used in this research was Error Correction Model (ECM) for short term analysed and linear regression with method Ordinary Least Square (OLS) for long term.

Result of the research shows in long term and short term, deficit APBN in Indonesia and Independent variables are inflation, world oil price, exchange rates, before years deficit APBN in Indonesia, and judgment of transfer to region manner to together is positive and significantly impact on deficit APBN in Indonesia. From the result of the research we can see influence from judgment make of government that is judgment of transfer to region for deficit APBN in Indonesia.
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